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Results of a comprehensive study of supersymmetric processes which could give monejei events 
similar to those observed at the CERN SppS are presented. If supersymmetry Is to be the 
explanation of the monojets, strict bounds are obtained on possible supersymmetric masses. 

In this talk, I will present work which was done in col- calorimetry and other mismeasurements. (b) £{?*" > IS 
laboration with R. Michael Barnett and Gordon Kane. I GeV, although we will impose a more severe constraint be
have also added here a number of new results which we have tow. (c) Jets are defined according to the UAl jet algorithm. 
obtained since the Santa Pe Meeting. 

Because of recent interest in supersymmetrk theories of 
particle physics, there has been considerable work to deter
mine the likely signatures of supersymmetric particles. A 
key feature of most of these models is that there exists a 
lightest stable supersymmetric particle which is electrically 

In addition, it is required that the most energetic jet htiVe 
energy £ j . r t 2 25 GeV. All addition^ jets are counted as jets 
only if £j.'' > 12 GeV. For example, monojets have one jet 
with E'f' > 25 GeV and OS additional jets with £jj.d'> 1't 
GeV. 

The UAl collaboration quotes the following number of 
neutral and interacts weakly with ordinary matter (i.e. it events which passed the cuts during their 1983 run (cor

responding to 113 nb~' of data); 17 monojets, 5 dyr»ts and 
3 three- (or more)-jel events. The UAl collaboration then 
notices that a large fraction of events Ue close to the 40 
cut on missing energy. To minimize the question of back
ground, we have imposed one further cut in our analysis! we 
demand that £ ? " " > 32 GeV. We would then be left with 
6 monojets, no dijet- and one three-jet event. These events 
are well isolated and are more likely to live in a background 
free region. 

We study the possibility that the monojets arise from the 
production of scalar-quarks and glumes; the missing energy 
is attributed to one or more photinos which eventually result 
from supersymcietric particle decay. Previous analyses of 
the monojets in the context of supersymmetry can be found 
in Refs. 5-9. The couplings of scalar-quarks uid gltiinos 
ere precisely known, being related by the supersymmetry 

behaves very much like a neutrino). For simplicity, we shall 
assume lhat this particle is the photino, 7 (although our re
sults are mnre general than this assumption). This implies 
that an experimental signature for this new physics would 
be events with unbalanced energy and momentum. 

In this article, I shall focus on events of this type which 
have been seen at the CERN collider by the UA1 collabora
tion. They are characterized by one or more large transverse 
momentum hadronic jets and substantial missing transverse 
energy. The most striking of the UAl events are those where 
there is exactly one large py jet and substantia! missing en
ergy - these are called monojet events. These events are iso
lated by imposing a series of cuts and jet selection criteria. 
The relevant variables include E?, the total scalar trans
verse energy, wiiich is found by summing transverse energy 
over all calorimeter cells, and £j?'", the missing transverse 

energy in the event. £$.' denotes the transverse energy of to known gauge couplings. The supersymmetrtc masses are 
the hadronic jet. The neat important cuts are: (a) EJ?*" > unknown and taken to be free parameters. For simplicity, 
Ao with <r = 0.7 X ^Ef. This cot attempts to eliminate s » have assumed that five flavors'of Bcalar-quarks are mass 

events with energy which result from nonuniform degenerate end we take Af- = a 

* Work supported in part by the Department of Energy, 
contracts DR-AC03-76SFOOS1S and DE-AM03-76SF0W1O. 

We have attempted to calculate every supersymmet-
: process which could lead to monqjet events of the type 
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observed by UA1. The signature of a given process depends 
on whether A*~ > Mj or A/y > Arj- For Jtfy > Af~, $ -* 
jflSf and ff -f f g or ejf with a relative blanching ratio of 
(4/3)0|/ae}. In this ease, we studied the production of 
lit ? ? *nd i s final states. The relevant croei-aections for 
the elementary Bubprocesses can be found in Ret. 10. In 
addition, If the glnino is light enough, it would be pertui-
bativer/ generated as a component of the proton,* 1 We 
calculated the gluino structure function for various glnino 
masses, so that we could investigate s + J -* fwith t — qg 
or « T On the other hand, for Mj > Afy the gluino and 
scalar-quark decay «ia: g-> e f s n d f — 91. For this case, 
we have studied the production of JJ, gg, Offend f s fi
nal states. We employ the formalism of the QCD-improved 
parton mode! (with no additional K-UcUu) and have used 
th* distribution functions of Ref, I?, Events art generated 
using a Monte Carlo integration technique and all final-state 
supanymmetric particles are allowed to decay. We interpret 
all final-state quarks as "hadronic jets," and the 0A1 cuts 
and Jet criteria, are then implemented. 

One subtlety worth mentioning is that the parton model 
methods described above cannot correctly predict the to
tal scalar transverse energy, ET- This is true because £7 
arises in part from the hadronisation of quarks and glu-
ona which come from boih jets and spectators left behind. 
However, £ ] • is needed on an event-by-event basis, as it 
plays n role in the missing energy cut. To circumvent this 
problem we mal- Jirect use of the UA1 data. If one re
moves the leading jet from the monojels, the remaining 
events have an Ey that averages around SD GeV (with large 
variation). This is not surprising since ordinary two-jet 
eventa have the property" that when the two jets are re
moved, the remaining ET fc roughly 40-50 GeV (i.e. twice 
that of minimum-bias events ). Thus, when we obtain 
events from our Monte Carlo, we have chosen to identify 
£7 ta E? m Yri En + B„ where £j-. consist of gil final-
state quarks whether or not they end up in jets whkh pass 
the UA1 cuts . 1 3 £ . is chosen based on a transverse en
ergy distribution which corresponds to what is observed in 
minimum-bias events" scaled up so as to give an average 
which we have taken to be 40 GeV. (The jets which do not 
p u s the cuts account for the regaining ID GeV.) 

We have computed cross-sections and distributions for 
monojets, d^ctt, etc. originating from the eupeisymmetric 
processes which successfully pass the UA1 cuts. Note that 
these events, which in reality contain many final state par-
tons at large transverse energy, actually appear roost often 
•a monojets (or perhaps cUJets) due to the nature of the 
DAI cats and selection criteria. We present our results In 
two stages. First, we investigate the question of hew many 
monojets and dijets successfully pan the UA1 cuts (with
out regard to distributions). This allows us to make an ini
tial determination of eupersymmetric masses which can be 
consistent with the observed event rates. Second, we exam
ine distributions of various quantities (Ef"', £7" and the 
transverse mail, my, of the monojels) to order lo further 
restrict the allowed region of supersymmetric parameters. 

In Figs. 1-3, we present a number of predicted cross 
sections for the production of monojels sfter imposing the 
UA1 cuts and the additional restriction that £f?"' > 32 
GeV. These figures are computed only for a given mecha
nism as indicated. Note that the predictions in Figs. 1-2 
differ (sometimes significantly) from'the results of Refe. 5-
8. We believe that these differences are due primarily to our 
more stringent cut on £?p"' and to our improved handling 
of the UA1 cuts as described above. In particular, we expect 
fewer monojets events as compared to Kefs. 5-8 for small 
My or Afj ; as a result, we do Dal rule out gluino masses be
low 40 GeV, We have in addition surveyed ajl the processes 
described earlier lor a large variety of masses and have ob
tained results analogous to those of Figs. 1-3. For a given 
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Fig. 1. Predicted cross-sections (after 
cute) for p> - • n-jcts + missing trans
verse energy (where n = 1, . , . ,4) , result
ing from the production of jfj. 
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Fig. 2. Predicted cross-sections (after 
cuts) for pp — n-jels + misting transverse 
energy (where n » 1 or 2), resulting from 
the production of f ?• 
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Fig. 3. Predicted cross-sections (after 
cuts) for pp — monojels due to the sub-
process «-*• 9 -> ?. We have generated the 
gluino distribution function for Mj = 10, 
IS, 20 and 25 GeV. For comparison, we 
have used the EHLQ distribution functions 
for the b and * quarks, multiplied by 6 (the 
appropriate color factor) for M~ = 5 and 
30 GeV respectively. Results for the two 
? decay modes are ihown separately. 

iWj and My, we can then add up all contributions and deter
mine the number of nranojets and duets which would survive 
the cuts. The outcome of this procedure is ahown in Figs. 
4-5. We expect these results to be fairly reliable except for 
!4~m A#~ &5 GeV. In tab regime, there are two problems: 
First, although cross-iectiona rapidly increase for decreas
ing Afjor AJj, virtually nothing passes the cute; as a result 
one needs to generate ait extremely large number of Monte 
Carlo events In order to get decent statistics, Second, when 
the probability tor pasting the cuts becomes small, frag
mentation and hadroniiation effects become important and 
can totally alter the remits (e.g. by changing the missing 
energy spectrum such that far fewer events pass the Bp'" 

cut). At this stage, constraints on enpetaymmetrie masses 
can be read-off directly from Figs. <t-S. As an example, 
current data would lead us to expect the allowed regions to 
he roughly 2-10 event* per 100 nb~' in Fig. 4 and more 
EDonojets than dljets in Pig. S; 
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Fig. 4. The number of monojets per 100 
nb~' from all SBpertymmetric sources pass
ing the UA1 cuts and E?"' > 32 GeV are 
shown as a contour plot as a function of 
M~, and My. 
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Fig. 5. The ratio of the number of monojets 
to the number or dljets passing the UAJ cuts 
and £}?'" > 32 GeV are shown as a contour 
plot as a function of M~ and Mj. 

We now turn briefly to distributions. In Fig. 6, the mr 
distribution for My = 20 GeV and M~ = 100 GeV is shown. 
The contributions of two subproccsses are shown separately; 



the curves should be added to tet the total result. Bjr com
paring with the actual data of Ref. 3, it Si evident that the 
curve for $5 production (the duhed curve) peaks at signif-
icantly lower valuai of tnj- than do the data; very similar 
results occur for £f r t and E?'". We h»T» bund that the 
tame it true for any process with two supersymmetric parti-
r'.ts in the final state i long aa the masses of theae particles 
are lea* than about 60 GeV (at which point, the absolute 
late become! too small). An improved fit (see solid curve 
in Fig. 6] Is found from the decay of the scalar-quark from 
? + 9 "* 5"when the scalar-quark has a man of about 100 
GeV. However, the %g process continues to contribute about 
3 events no mattar how large My is, so that In this scenario 
we always expect events at lower mj, E%' and E p < a a . One 
must either argue that the efficiency for finding such events 
is lower than the efficiency for events with larger £f"", or 
argue that increased statistics will indicate the presence of 
such events. 
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Fig. 6. The transvetse mass distribution 
for monqjel events passing the 0A1 cuts 
and £}!"" > 32 GeV. The solid curve 
shows events arising from g+q -» q where 
? - * « + ( ' and q -» q + f have been 
summed. The dashed curve is from the 
associated production (and decay) of JJ. 

The conclusion we draw from the analysis of the distri-
butions, is that in order to get enough events at large values 
of fll? of order 90-100 GeV, the g + q — q mechanism must 
be important. Aa n result, we End that the monqjeta can be 
consistent with superaymmetry if M- <s 100 - 1 2 0 GeV and 
M; ^ 20 GeV. This would imply that when further data has 
been collected: (a) more events must found for mr below SO 
GeV as shown in Fig. 6 (and similarly, more events should 
be seen at lower Bp' and £f"") which are attributable to 

•upenynunetty, and (b) duets should be found at a rate 

which is not too email as compared to monojete (see Fig. 2). 
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TMt report wa» plapated as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
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